In the latest video coding frameworks, efficiency of motion vector (MV) coding is becoming increasingly important because of the growing bit rate portion of motion information. However, neither the conventional median predictor, nor the newer schemes such as the minimum bit rate prediction scheme and the hybrid scheme, can effectively eliminate the local redundancy of motion vectors. In this paper, we present the prioritized reference decision scheme for efficient motion vector coding, based on the H.264/AVC framework. This scheme makes use of a boolean indicator to specify whether the median predictor is to be used for the current MV or not. If not, the median prediction is considered not suitable for the current MV, and this information is used for refining the possible space of a group of reference MVs including 4 neighboring MVs and the zero MV. This group of MVs is organized to be a prioritized list so that the reference MV with highest priority is to be selected as the prediction value. Furthermore, the boolean indicators are coded into the modified code words of mb type and sub mb type, so as to reduce the overhead. By applying the proposed scheme, the structure and the applicability problems with the state-of-theart MBP scheme have been overcome. Experimental result shows that the proposed scheme achieves a considerable reduction of bits for MVDs, compared with the conventional median prediction algorithm. It also achieves a better and much stabler performance than MBP-based MV coding.
Introduction
The last two decades have witnessed the tremendous advances in video coding technology. Various types of schemes have been discussed and developed to increase the coding gain. With the remarkable improvement of texture coding, bit rate portion of non-texture information, such as the motion vector (MV), is getting more and more significant in the latest video coding frameworks [1] , [2] . However, efficiency of MV coding has not been notably advanced, even though it has been actively studied from various points of view [3] - [8] .
Generally, the MV of each block is predicted as one of its neighboring MVs, and then the motion vector difference (MVD), which is the difference between the current and the predicted MVs, is compressed using variable length coding. Since MV coding is lossless, its performance mainly depends on the performance of the MV predictor.
Currently, median predictor is widely adopted in the state-of-the-art video coding frameworks. However, for se- quences with fast or complex motion features, median prediction is usually incapable of effectively minimizing the MV entropy. The minimum bit rate prediction (MBP) [9] has been proposed to overcome the shortcomings of median prediction. The MBP scheme makes use of a mode indicator to determine which of the neighboring MVs is to be referred to for predicting the current one, so that the generated MVD guarantees minimum cost. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the cost for mode indicators, each of them is encoded to be a variable length (0 to 2 bits) code word, according to the value of generated MVD and distribution of neighboring MVs.
Although MBP achieves a better performance than median prediction in some cases, there are still two problems with it. The first is that the code length of mode indicator depends on the decoded MVs, which means that, in the video decoder architecture, a harmful feedback is formed from where complete MVs are generated to inside the entropy decoder. The other concern is that the bit rate reduction of MVDs is not always prominent enough to compensate the overhead for mode indicators, especially for slow moving sequences.
The hybrid MV coding scheme has been proposed as an improvement of MBP [10] . However, this scheme is mainly focusing on a new entropy coding method of MVD, while no modification has been made to the prediction algorithm.
In order to overcome the above problems, we focus on developing an efficient predictor for MVs and present the prioritized reference decision scheme. Our scheme makes use of a feedback-free boolean indicator coded into the modified code words of mb type and sub mb type, so as to designate whether the conventional median prediction or an alternative reference decision method is to be used. If the latter is indicated, a validation function is applied to a prioritized list of neighboring MVs, so that the minimum-cost MV difference (MVD) is likely to be generated using multiple reference MVs, while overhead for indicators is reduced as much as possible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, in Sect. 2, the previous works including the minimum bit rate coding and the hybrid scheme are analyzed and the problems with them are discussed. Then, in Sect. 3, the decoding and encoding methods of the prioritized reference decision scheme are proposed and explained. After that, experimental results are given in Sect. 4 with an analysis on the relationship between performance and QP, as well as a comCopyright c 2009 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers parison between this work and the MBP scheme. Finally, conclusion is presented in Sect. 5.
Previous Works

MBP-Based MV Coding
Minimum bit rate prediction (MBP) has been proposed to overcome the shortcomings of the median predictor [9] . For this scheme, MV of the current block is predicted as one of its three neighboring MVs so that the generated MVD guarantees minimum cost (or bit rate). Meanwhile, an additional mode indicator, which costs at most 2 bits for each MV component, is needed to specify to the decoder which of the neighboring MVs to be used as reference. In order to reduce this additional cost, the mode indicator is transmitted after the MVD in the coded bit stream, so that its range is likely to be refined according to the value of MVD, which consequently leads to a smaller entropy. Besides, an adaptive method is used to decide whether MBP or median prediction is applied for each MB, so as to improve the overall performance. Figure 1 illustrates two examples for mode indicator refinement in MBP. The values of three neighboring MVs (A, B and C) are −1, 1 and 2, respectively. In Fig. 1(a) where MVD is given as 0.75, the current MV can be either A (−0.25) or C (2.75). However, the minimum cost MVD should be −0.25 (using C as reference) instead of the given 0.75 if the current MV were equal to B (1.75), so B can be excluded from the candidates to be reference, and the length of mode indicator can be 1 bit. If the given MVD gets smaller to be 0.25, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , none of the neighboring MVs can be excluded and at most 2 bits are needed to code the mode indicator.
Although MBP achieves a better performance than median prediction in some cases, there are still two problems with it. We define them as the structure problem and the applicability problem. The structure problem is that the entropy decoding method of the mode indicator depends on the the refined number of reference candidates, which is decided by the distribution of neighboring MVs. This means that, for decoding the mode indicator, a feedback is needed from where complete MVs are generated to inside the entropy decoder. In a practical system, this can be a long way back, which is very harmful to the decoder's structure.
The applicability problem is that the bit rate reduction of MVDs is not always prominent enough to compensate the overhead for mode indicators. On one hand, MBP is not suitable for slow moving sequences [9] , [10] . On the other hand, the performance of MBP critically relies on some coding parameters. Table 1 shows the performance of MBPbased MV coding on a series of SD Reneta sequences coded with various parameters of QP, in which bit rate reduction of MVDs is calculated as the following equation:
where BR mvd and BR mvd are respectively the bit rates for median prediction and for the MBP scheme; V is the overhead of mode indicators for the MBP scheme. From Table 1 , although the MBP scheme achieves considerable bit reduction on low-QP sequences, the performance drops drastically as QP grows larger. However, QP values around 30 are the most frequently used, for which MBP usually reaches a slight or even negative gain.
Hybrid MV Coding
The hybrid MV coding scheme has been proposed based on, and as an improvement of the MBP scheme [10] . For this scheme, a joint coding method is suggested for MVD, with a new single code word combining both the horizontal and vertical components, so that coding efficiency of MVD near (0, 0) can be advanced. The joint coding and the MBP-based coding are used adaptively according to the defined degree of locality of MVD, so that the MV coding performance for slow moving sequences can be enhanced. With the hybrid scheme, the applicability problem of MBP is partially resolved. However, it is still difficult to get good result on high-QP sequences. According to the statistics provided in [10] , the performance of hybrid scheme On the other hand, because of the use of MBP inside its framework, the hybrid MV coding scheme has the identical structure problem as MBP.
Proposed Algorithm
In this section, the decoding and encoding methods of the prioritized reference decision scheme are proposed. Firstly, several statistical features of the motion vectors are analyzed in 3.1. Based on the analysis, the framework of the proposed scheme is discussed in 3.2. Then, 3.3 explains how the mode indicators are coded into the code words of mb type and sub mb type so as to reduce the overhead. Finally, an example of the encoding flow for the proposed scheme is presented in 3.4.
Statistical Analysis of MV Features
Because of the locality of MVs, the problem of developing an efficient predictor for them is to some extent equal to how to select from the neighboring MVs, a more matching value to the current MV. Therefore, in order to explore the relationship between the current MV and the reference MVs, or the neighboring MVs, an experiment has been designed to calculate the degree of likeness between them, which is defined as follows.
Firstly, the parameter distance is defined between two MVs to be the bit length of Exp-Golomb code of their difference, including both the horizontal and vertical components:
For each MV (the current MV), its 4 reference MVs for analysis include the horizontal and vertical neighboring MVs (A and B specified in Fig. 2 ), the median prediction MV and zero MV (0, 0). Then, for a certain reference MV, if it is the closest in distance to the current MV and no other reference shares the same distance with it, its likeness to the current MV is defined to be 1. If k references share the closet distance to the same current MV, each of them has the likeness to be 1/k. Otherwise, the likeness is defined to be 0. Therefore, for each MV, the sum of the degree of likeness of all its reference MVs should be equal to 1. For a certain sequence, the total degree of likeness for all reference MVs should be equal to the number of MVs.
From the result shown in Table 2 , it can be concluded that the distribution of degree of likeness does not vary a lot for sequences with different motion features, except that (0, 0) can be a more significant reference for slow moving sequences such as "container." For all the tested sequences, the median prediction proves to be a dominant reference while the significance of A and B are less than the median prediction and close to each other.
Prioritized Reference Decision Scheme
As explained in 2.1, the MBP scheme follows the following steps to predict one MV: 1) selects the minimum cost reference among all neighboring MVs, 2) refines the value range of the mode indicator as much as possible, according to the distribution of neighboring MVs. By using this sequence, MBP guarantees that the best prediction is to be used. However, it suffers from a critical feedback in the decoder (the structure problem) and a large overhead of mode indicators (the applicability problem).
In order to overcome these problems, we propose a reversed sequence in the proposed prioritized reference decision scheme: 1) use one boolean (either 0 or 1) mode indicator to specify whether a certain reference MV is good as the prediction to the current MV, or not, 2) if not, use this information (that the reference MV mentioned above is not good as the prediction) to refine the possible space of the rest references, as much as possible. For step 2, priority is given to the remaining references, so that the one with highest priority is to be selected as the prediction.
Through this sequence, the use of best prediction can not be guaranteed. However, there is likely to be less overhead of mode indicators than in the MBP scheme. Furthermore, there is no structure problem as in MBP, because the decoding of the boolean indicators is always independent to the MVs. Figure 3 illustrates the decoding flow chart of the prioritized reference decision scheme. For decoding each MV, an indicator determines whether the conventional median prediction is to be used. If not, an alternative reference decision method will be adopted, based on a predefined prioritized list (PList) consisting of the values of neighboring MVs. Values in the list should be checked in sequence by a validation function Valid(P, Mvd) and the first matched value is then chosen as the prediction of the current MV.
PList is ordered according to statistic analysis in 3.1:
where positions of A, B, C and D have been illustrated in Fig. 3 Decoding flow chart of the prioritized reference decision scheme. Fig. 2 . Since the use of median prediction is already determined by the mode indicator, it is not included in the list. Neighboring MVs A and B, as the second and the third most significant references, are specified to be the first two elements of PList. Then, to deal with the cases when A and B are unavailable, C and D are put into the list as their backup candidates. Finally, (0,0) is added in as an extra choice in case many of the neighboring MVs are unavailable. Here, MV unavailable means the corresponding block is outside the picture boundary, using a different reference picture to the current block's, or encoded in intra mode. The validation function is defined based on the prior knowledge that "the encoder always makes a better choice between median prediction and alternative reference decision":
in which Cost() returns the length of the corresponding code word, and med is the median prediction for the current MV. δ is a predefined threshold approximately equal to the overhead incurred by adopting alternative reference decision. The meaning of δ will be further discussed in 3.3. By applying validation check to PList, the reference prediction that results in minimum-cost MVD, is likely to be marked among the median prediction value and multiple neighboring MVs, only with one boolean indicator. The first MV in PList is sure to be taken as a reference. For any of the others, whether it will be taken or not depends on the value of MVD and distribution of former MVs in the list. Figure 4 shows an example of the alternative reference decision method. On this graph, each MV is expressed as a point, which can be regarded as the end point of the 2-D motion vector. Thus, MVD is considered to be a segment between two points (or MVs). Moreover, to simplify the explanation, the "cost" of each MVD is measured as the length of the corresponding segment. In our example, the current (or real) MV is located at R. Three of its neighboring MVs are located at A, B and C, with descending priority in the PList (A > B > C). And M is the median value of them (or the median prediction value). Since the cost |BR| is much less than |MR|, |AR| and |CR|, we take it as our candidate MVD. Meanwhile, alternative reference decision should be indicated, because B is not the median prediction value. According to the decoding flow, the validation function should firstly be applied to A. After translating |BR| to be |AA |, the function can be rewritten as:
The value of δ is also expressed as a segment on the graph. Obviously, |MA | is shorter than the sum of |AA | and δ, so A can not pass the check and the validation function should then be applied to B. Since |MB | is longer than the sum of |BB | and δ, B can pass the validation check and R (B ) is successfully decoded.
If the position of A and C are exchanged in the above example, C will be checked first. Then, Using |BR| as the MVD will result in an incorrect MV decoding to be C , because the |MC | is not shorter than the sum of |CC | and δ. In this case, median prediction has to be used to guarantee correct decoding.
Modified Coding for mb type and sub mb type
In order to code the boolean indicator mentioned in 3.2 more efficiently, the Exp-Golomb code books for mb type and sub mb type in the H.264 framework are modified to contain extra information. Table 3 shows the modified coding for mb type for P slices. A total of 7 new types are inserted between the I NxN type and I 16x16 types to indicate the usage of alternative reference decision in P 16x16, P 16x8 and P 8x16 MBs. If 8x8 or smaller partitions are used with alternative reference decision, mb type is encoded to be the original P 8x8 or P 8x8ref0 types, and the indicators will be found in the modified sub mb type with 26 new types, as shown in Table 4 .
In the modified framework, there is no extra overhead of mb type for I NxN MBs or P MBs using median prediction, based on Exp-Golomb code. The cost for some of the I 16x16 mb type codes increases by 2 bits, but this hardly influences the total bit rate of mb type.
If can be observed from Table 3 , when alternative reference decision is indicated for a P 16x16 MB, 4 extra bits are needed by using P 16x16 alt, which is a suitable value for threshold δ. For 16x8 and 8x16 partitions, mb type overhead is always 4 bits, whenever 1 or 2 MVs in the MB are using alternative reference decision. To simplify this situation, the value of δ for these cases is set to 3.
The code books of mb type and sub mb type for B slices are modified and the corresponding δ calculated in the same way. In bidirectional cases, MV pairs consisting of both directions are processed together. The values of δ and where the indicators are encoded are shown in Table 5 .
An Example of Encoding Flow
Although the decoding process of the proposed coding scheme is fixed, various encoding algorithms can be adopted according to different requirements of coding gain, computation complexity and etc.
Algorithm 1 An example of the encoding flow
The pseudo codes in Algorithm 1 give an example of the encoding flow, which is performed by iteratively proceeding the decoding process. Firstly, a prioritized list is built. Then, for each iteration the neighboring MV that results in the minimum-cost MVD is selected from the list and the decoding process specified in 3.2 is performed using this MVD as input. If the decoding process successfully generates the current MV, encoding is accomplished and alternative reference decision indicated. Otherwise, the selected neighboring MV is removed from the list and another iteration starts. If the list finally gets empty, median prediction is used as the last choice.
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, simulation was proceeded on the basis of H.264/AVC reference software JM 9.3 [11] , which originally adopts median prediction for MV coding. Several sequences with different sizes, motion features and QP are tested. The test sequences are encoded with H.264/AVC baseline profile, entropy coding mode is set to CAVLC (Exp-Golomb code adopted for MVDs, mb type and sub mb type). Search range is set to 32 and the GOP structure used is IPPP with a period of 24. Moreover, we turn off rate distortion optimization (RDO) and keep the motion estimation stage including the MV cost function unchanged from original JM code, so as to get a straightforward view of how the proposed scheme contributes to the reduction of bits for MVDs. With RDO or a different cost function, the proposed scheme will not only cause a reduction of MVD bits, but also lead to variations of the other parts of the bit stream. Therefore it will be hard to accurately define "how much motion information is saved," although a comparison on overall performance is still possible. Considering this work is focusing on a predictor for motion vectors, we think it might be better to evaluate its performance in a relatively independent manner. Table 6 shows a set of experimental results on the SD Reneta sequences with various parameters of QP. And bit rate reduction is calculated on comparison between the proposed scheme and the conventional median prediction algorithm:
where BR mvd and BR mvd are respectively the bit rates for median prediction and for the proposed scheme; V is the overhead of mode indicators for the proposed scheme. Table 6 , the performance of this scheme decreases when QP is getting larger. However, unlike the situation with MBP (as shown in Table 1 ), there is still significant bit rate reduction when QP gets to around 28. Meanwhile, the portion of MVDs grows larger as QP increases. As a result, considerable reduction of overall bit rate is achieved at the popular QPs of around 28.
For comparison between the proposed scheme and state-of-the-art work, the MBP-based MV coding [9] is also implemented on this software platform. The hybrid scheme [10] is not taken into comparison because its predictor is the same as [9] . Size of the test sequences used is CIF, and T HR is set to 1.0 (or 4 quarter samples) for adaptive application of MBP. From the experimental result shown in Table 7 , we can conclude that the proposed MV coding based on prioritized reference decision achieves a considerable reduction on bits for MVDs, compared with the conventional median prediction algorithm. It also achieves a better and much stabler performance than MBP-based MV coding.
A problem of the proposed scheme might be its computational complexity, which seems much larger than median prediction when the two schemes are compared arithmetically. However, its influence to the complexity of a whole encoding or decoding system can still be negligible because of the following reasons. Firstly, in the proposed scheme, the algorithm for predicting MVs is still simple in comparison with the other parts of the system. Secondly, MV prediction is operated on a partition level, which means it is less frequently processed than the routines on lower levels (e.g. sample-level and bit-level). Thirdly, the use of the proposed scheme does not lead to additional memory access, because all the MV references required for this scheme are also needed by median prediction. Finally, as fewer bits are to be encoded or decoded by using the proposed scheme, the computation of the entropy encoder or decoder is reduced, which compensate to the complexity increase for prediction to some extent. When the executing time of the original and modified JM codes are compared, the difference is too small to be identified because of the fluctuation of background programs. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the prioritized reference decision scheme is presented for efficient motion vector coding, based on the H.264/AVC framework. This scheme makes use of a boolean indicator to specify whether the median predictor is to be used for the current MV or not. If not, the median prediction is considered not suitable for the current MV, and this information is used to refine the possible space of a group of reference MVs including 4 neighboring MVs and the zero MV. This group of MVs is organized to be a prioritized list so that the reference MV with highest priority is to be selected as the prediction. Furthermore, the boolean indicators are coded into the modified code words of mb type and sub mb type so as to reduce the overhead.
By applying the proposed scheme, the structure and the applicability problems with the state-of-the-art MBP scheme have been overcome. Experimental result shows that the proposed scheme achieves a considerable reduction on bits for MVDs, compared with the conventional median prediction algorithm. It also achieves a better and much stabler performance than MBP-based MV coding.
Future work of this research will focus on adapting the CABAC algorithm to the proposed scheme. For testing the performance with CABAC, we plan to re-design the binarization table of mb type and sub mb type based on the same idea as in 3.3 so as to minimize the overhead of mode indicators. Furthermore, the context organization of MVD may also need modification to fit the feature of the proposed scheme.
